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ABSTRACT 

Existing models of multi-server queues with system transience and non-standard assumptions are 

either too complex or restricted in their assumptions to be used broadly in practice. This paper 

proposes using data analytics, combining computer simulation to generate the data and an advanced 

non-linear regression technique called the Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) to construct a 

set of easy-to-use equations to predict the performance of queues with a scheduled start and end 

time. Our results show that the equations can accurately predict the queue performance as a function 

of the number of servers, mean arrival load, session length and service time variability. To further 

facilitate its use in practice, the equations are developed into an open-source online tool accessible 

at http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/. The proposed procedure of data analytics can be used to 

model other more complex systems. 

Keywords: Data Analytics for Queues, Simulation, Nonlinear regression, Alternating Conditional 

Expectation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Waiting in line is a common phenomenon in daily life. Customers in banks, postal offices and 

supermarkets wait in line for services. Cars queue up for gas re-fills and jobs wait for idle machines 

to start production. Long waiting time leads to unhappy customers and congestion in production 

facilities. Waiting line or queue management is hence a critical part of both service and 

manufacturing firms alike. In general, queue management involves a trade-off between the cost of 

http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/
ppyeo
Typewritten Text
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waiting and the cost of additional service capacity (Jacobs and Chase 2010; Krajewski et al. 2012). 

The former is often measured by the mean number of customers or mean waiting time in queue 

while the latter is measured by the mean server utilization or mean overtime per customer served. 

The probability of a customer being served immediately on arrival is also an indicator of customer 

service and the proportion of time that at least one server is idle. Management needs to work on a 

strategy that reduces waiting times and delights its customers without excessive capacity cost. 

 Queueing theory is a long-standing discipline that is used to derive formulae to compute 

performance measures, such as mean queue length and customer waiting time under various 

queueing configurations that can be represented by the Kendall’s notation (Hillier and Hillier 2002; 

Hillier and Lieberman 2004). In its simplest form, the M/M/C model represents a queueing system 

with C servers and an infinite queue capacity such no customer is rejected. The mean customer 

arrival rate is characterized as stationary and does not vary with time. In addition, both customer 

inter-arrival times and service times are assumed to follow exponential distributions, and customers 

wait in a single queue and are served in the order of first come-first served. The sophistication of 

such formulae increases if the inter-arrival and service times follow other distributions, such as a 

General (G) or Erlang (E) distribution, in M/G/C, G/M/C, M/E/C, E/M/C, and E/E/C queueing 

models. 

Nevertheless, many real systems operate in environments where the core assumptions of the 

above queueing models are violated. Many systems experience nonstationary customer arrival rates 

that vary both within and across days. For examples, a post office may encounter higher arrival 

rates during lunch hours and on Mondays. Similarly, an Accident and Emergency Department may 

receive more patients on Sundays when other clinics are closed. Service systems may also offer 

services with different service time variability. A specialist clinic, for example, may encounter 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269464043_Operations_Management_Processes_and_Supply_Chains?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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higher variable service times than a family clinic. Last but not least, many service systems do not 

operate continuously, but encounter opening and closing transience every day. Under such 

circumstances, Yang et al. (2014) show that the formulae derived for the standard M/M/C queueing 

models fail to provide satisfactory estimates of the system performance.  

Whilst our literature review identifies a number of methods that can model the effects of 

system transience and non-standard queueing assumptions, these procedures are highly complex. 

The need for an easy-to-use procedure thus remains. This research proposes combining computer 

simulation and a non-linear regression technique called Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) 

as a procedure for analyzing complex queueing systems. As an illustration, we apply our procedure 

on a multi-server queueing system that operates with non-exponential service times and with 

opening and closing transience. Computer simulation is used to generate the data while ACE is 

used on the data to construct a set of easy-to-use analytical equations to predict the system 

performance. Once the number of servers, arrival load, session length, and service time variability 

for such systems are specified, the ACE equations can predict the key performance measures, such 

as the mean queue length, probability of no waiting on arrival and mean overtime per customer 

served. Our results show that our proposed procedure is highly accurate in predicting the 

performance of the queueing systems that are tested. To facilitate the use of the ACE equations, an 

online open source tool http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/ is developed for practitioners who can 

use it to estimate the performance of queuing systems that violate the assumptions of exponential 

service times and continuous operations. The proposed procedure of combining computer 

simulation and ACE can be used for modeling other more complex systems. 

 The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner: The next section briefly reviews 

the related literature on existing methods for predicting the performance of multi-server queues 

http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270581687_Modeling_Queues_with_Simulation_versus_MMC_Models?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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with system transience. These methods are generally complex with assumptions, which limit their 

use and accuracy in practice. Section 3 introduces Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) as an 

advanced nonlinear regression technique and develops a set of regression equations for predicting 

the key performance measures of multi-server systems in the presence of opening and closing 

transience. Section 4 presents the results on the accuracy of the ACE equations, while Section 5 

ends with the conclusions, limitations and suggestions for future research. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Queueing theory dates back to the works by Erlang in the early 1900s, and its theoretical 

development has grown substantially since 1950s with the advances in Operations Research (Hall 

1991). The earliest models assume a stationary queue  that operates continuously and are 

popular for their simplicity and ease of use. They are proposed for a wide range of applications 

such as telecommunications, manufacturing, and services. Readers can refer to Lakshmi and Iyer 

(2013) for a comprehensive taxonomy of queueing applications in healthcare services and to 

 applications in call centers  

As the literature on queueing is extremely broad, we have to limit our review to works 

related to our current study. Therefore, we first review literature on the M/G/C

 G/G/C queues, with stationary (i.e. constant) mean arrival and service rates that do not vary 

with time. In the second part of our review, we discuss the added difficulties of analyzing transient 

queues with opening and closing of the system, and nonstationary arrival and/or service process.   

2.1 Steady-State Queues with Stationary Arrival and Service Process   

                         
1
 Note that for consistency, we use a common notation “C” for multiple servers, regardless of the original notations 

used in the discussed papers which may include “n”, “m” or “s”. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224775872_Queueing_Methods-For_Services_and_Manufacturing?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224775872_Queueing_Methods-For_Services_and_Manufacturing?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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Beyond the stationary queues, several papers have highlighted the challenges in 

analyzing non-Markovian queues with non-exponential inter-arrival and/or service times. The 

emphasis is on finding a

heavy traffics

Recognizing that 

most of the earlier approximations fail when both the number of servers (C) and the coefficient of 

variation (CV) are large, especially when traffic intensity is low, Ma and Mark (1995) present a 

computationally efficient approximation for the mean queue length of M/G/C queues. In their 

simulation study, Mandelbaum and Schwartz (2002) show that M/G/C queues 

 

uses an infinite-server approximation and notes 

that the quality of approximation varies across different performance measures.  

A group of related papers addresses the QED (Quality and Efficiency Driven) regime for a 

special class of queues with high server-utilization and short waiting times relative to service times. 
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This regime, also known as the Halfin-Whitt regime, is introduced by Halfin and Whitt (1981) in 

the analysis of a G/M/C queue. Several extensions are developed by 

Whitt (2004, 2005), 2008), and Reed 

(2009). This is a well-studied problem in the context of call-centres, where relevant trade-offs exist 

between servers’ utilization (i.e. efficiency) and customers’ waiting times (i.e. quality) (see Gans et 

al. 2003). 

2.2 Mean State of Transient Queues 

no easy-to-use formulae exist for computing the steady-

state performance of both the M/G/C and queues. Analysis of 

2.2.1 Queues with Opening and Closing of the System 

In systems that do not operate continuously, the steady-state models may not apply. For 

example, a clinic may accept patients only from 9 am to 5 pm such that each day begins and ends 

with an empty queue. Several queueing papers offer transient solutions on how various measures, 

such as queue length and probability of no waiting, can vary over time. Such transient solutions can 

then be used to compute the time-average or mean state of the system. While there are many studies 

on the single-server transient queues, such as Abate and Whitt (1994), Bertsimas and Nakazato 

(1992), Gong and Hu (1992), Lee and Roth (1993) and Wang (1999), few studies exist on the 

multi-server transient queues. Kelton and Law (1985) and Murray and Kelton (1988) use an 

embedded discrete-time Markov chain to calculate the probability of transient queue-length of 

M/Ph/C queues with exponential inter-arrival times and phase-type service times. Chaudhry and 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238836608_Heavy-Traffic_Limits_for_Queues_with_Many_Exponential_Servers?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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Zhao (1999) provide an analysis of a transient queue with finite queue capacity. Whitt (2000) 

analyzes the steady-state and transient performance of an M/G/C queue with a heavy-tailed service 

time distribution, and shows that the waiting time distribution is also heavy-tailed. Using backward 

equations of Markov skeleton processes, Hou et al. (2003) study the queue-length distribution of a 

transient G/G/C queue.  

2.2.2 Queues with Non-Stationary Arrival and/or Service Process   

It is common in certain systems to observe nonstationary  behaviour where 

the mean arrival and/or service rates vary with time. Ibrahim and Whitt (2011) highlight that time-

varying arrival rate can introduce significant errors in the estimation of queue length and waiting 

time when the system experiences alternating periods of overload and underload. A pioneering 

work in this area is by Jagerman (1975), which estimates the blocking probabilities using a non-

stationary Erlang loss model by substituting the expected number of busy servers at specific time 

points obtained from a non-stationary infinite server model for the system load in a corresponding 

stationary finite server model. 

 M/M/C

Margolius (2005) derives 

an integral equation for the transient probabilities and mean queue-length of a non-stationary 

M/M/C queue. Several studies also exist for queues with Erlang service times (Escobar et al. 2002), 

general inter-arrival and/or service times (  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/243783743_Nonstationary_Blocking_in_Telephone_Traffic?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220084217_The_impact_of_a_heavy-tailed_service-time_distribution_upon_the_MGIs_waiting-time_distribution?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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procedures put forth for computing the performance of queue with system transience are complex 

even for professionals who are trained in Mathematics and Operation Research due to their 

complicated and recursive computation requirement.  

review in existing 

methods for predicting the performance of queues with non-standard inter-arrival and service times 

are too complex for widespread applications, especially under the presence of system transience. 

The complexity of these methods provides the motivation to develop an alternative procedure. To 

the best of our knowledge, no past research has used the method of data analytics of combining 

computer simulation and non-linear regression to model such queues. To illustrate the use of our 

procedure, we develop a set of easy-to-use equations that can accurately predict the performance of 

a multi-server queue with opening and closing transience. The same procedure can be used to 

develop equations for queues in other scenarios.  

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) is an advanced nonlinear regression technique 

developed by Breiman and Friedman (1985) who won the 1985 best JASA Theory and Methods 

paper award for their work. The ACE algorithm is designed to produce the best-fitting additive 

model by estimating an individual smooth transformation for each variable in a regression model to 

maximize the correlation between the dependent and independent variables. Unlike other empirical 

methods (Box and Cox 1964; Tukey 1982), ACE transformations are unambiguously defined and 

estimated without the use of heuristics, restrictive distribution assumptions, or restriction of 

transformation of a particular parametric family. The reader is referred to Sum et al. (1995) for 

further details on the superiority of ACE over the standard Ordinary Linear Regression (OLR) 

technique.  
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 To develop the ACE equations to estimate the mean queue length, probability of no waiting 

on arrival, and mean overtime per customer served, data must first be collected on the performance 

of queueing systems under different scenarios. Instead of collecting the data from real systems, 

computer simulation offers a reliable and convenient platform for collecting the data. The data 

collected from simulation models may in fact represent the real systems more accurately without 

the sporadic idiosyncrasies that can occur in some real systems. With the data collected from the 

simulation models, the equations for predicting the performance of queueing systems can then be 

developed using the non-linear regression technique ACE. 

 

3.1 Data Generation 

A simulation model of a multi-server system with a single queue is built using the simulation 

software ARENA (Kelton et al. 2010). The objective is to create a generic model that mimics the 

behavior of real systems that operate with opening and closing of the system. While a number of 

empirical studies have shown that service times are lognormal with different coefficients of 

variation, there is no similar evidence on the arrival times (Mandelbaum and Schwartz 2002; 

Cayirli and Veral 2003). Inter-arrival times of customers are thus still often assumed to be 

exponential given the dearth of empirical evidence to suggest otherwise (Law and Kelton 2000). 

Therefore, in this study, we model inter-arrival times as exponential and service times as lognormal. 

Our model can however be extended fairly easily to include non-exponential inter-arrival times 

and/or systems with non-stationary mean arrival and service rates. 

Following the results of a previous study (Yang et al. 2014), four independent factors are 

chosen to represent systems with opening and closing of the system: (i) number of servers, (ii) 

mean arrival load, (iii) target session length, and (iv) service time variability (i.e., coefficient of 

variation). To consider their impact on the system performance, these factors are modeled at 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270581687_Modeling_Queues_with_Simulation_versus_MMC_Models?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229125045_Simulation_With_Arena?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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different values. The number of identical servers is examined from 1 to 10 servers. The mean 

arrival load is examined from 60 to 100% of the total servers’ capacity to represent systems that 

operate at different utilization. The target session length is examined from 10μ to 50μ time units per 

session. Once this target session length is reached, new arrivals are denied entry into the system but 

the actual session ends only after the last customer in the system is served. With no loss of 

generalizability to other μ, the service times of customers are assumed with a mean of μ = 1 and a 

coefficient of variation (CV) of 0 to 0.8. 

The simulation model is run to collect performance measures of the multi-server system for 

750 environments that are represented by combinations of the four independent variables, namely 

the number of servers in the system (NS), mean arrival load (AL), target session length (SL), and 

coefficient of variation of service times (CV), as shown in Table 1. For each environment, the 

simulation model is run for 20,000 clinical sessions to collect the mean performance measures 

within 1% of the point estimates at 95% confidence level. The three collected performance 

measures, i.e. dependent variables, include the mean queue length
2
, probability of no waiting on 

arrival
3
, and mean overtime per customer served

4
.  

3.2 ACE Equations 

An implementation of the ACE algorithm is available in DBANK, a data management software 

written for Microsoft Windows, and can be downloaded at http://www.tsDbank.com. In theory, 

                         
2
 The mean queue length measures the average number of customers waiting in queue that a customer will encounter on 

entering the system. The associated mean queue time of customers (QT) can be computed using the Little’s law.  

 
3
 Customers can begin service immediately without waiting if they arrive at the system with at least one idle server. The 

probability of entering service immediately on arrival is a measure of the proportion of time when there is at least one 

idle server in the system.  

 
4 Mean overtime per customer served is computed as the amount of overtime measured in server-minutes per customer 

served. It represents the variable overtime cost that a firm will incur in the form of servers’ overtime pay to operate the 

system beyond its target closing time.  

http://www.tsdbank.com/
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ACE cannot fit a model that is worse than Ordinary Linear Regression. If the variables are related 

linearly, ACE will simply suggest linear transformations, i.e. no transformations, for the variables. 

The ACE algorithm in DBank is used to develop the equations for predicting the performance of the 

queueing system as a function of the four independent variables, namely the number of servers 

(NS), mean arrival load (AL), target session length (SL), and coefficient of variation of service 

times (CV). 

To develop the nonlinear regression models between the performance measures and the 

independent variables, we first prepare a set of determinant variables consisting of the four 

independent variables and their first-order products and divisions. We then use ACE and a build-in 

stepwise variable selection procedure in DBANK to select the determinant variables that produce 

the best fit for each performance measure. DBank is run to read in the data, execute the ACE 

algorithm, and subsequently produce graphical transformations of each performance measure and 

its selected determinant variables. The approach used is a forward-backward stepwise inclusion and 

deletion of determinant variables whereby each determinant variable is included or deleted one by 

one in ranked order of its individual variable adjusted R
2
 until no substantial improvement in 

adjusted R
2
 is recorded. This approach also aids to prevent over-fitting the regression models. 

As ACE suggests the models in graphical form, mathematical functions have to be 

suggested to transform the original data to replicate the graphical transformations. Figure 1 shows 

the graphical transformations suggested by ACE to maximize the model fit between the mean queue 

length (QL) and the selected determinant variables, i.e. NS, NSxAL, ALxSL, SL/AL and CV/AL. 

Using the graphical transformations suggested by ACE in Figure 1, we suggest mathematical 

functions to transform the original data and then use Ordinary Least-Squares on the transformed 

data to arrive at the following ACE equation (1) for mean queue length (QL) with an adjusted R
2
 of 

0.997: 
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QL = e 
−2.31 − 0.2627 NS

1.3 
+ 0.00332 (NS x AL)

1.1
 +  0.2071 (AL x SL/μ)

0.4
−  4.5 (SL/[AL x μ] )

0.6
+  77 (CV/AL)

1.3

  (1)
 

 

If the mean queue length is regressed against the same selected variables without the 

transformations suggested by ACE, OLR will produce an adjusted R
2
 of only 0.7759. Using the 

transformations suggested by ACE thus improves the model fit significantly from an R
2
 of 0.7759 

to 0.9970. As in all regression models, the residuals between the observed and fitted values are 

plotted and checked before the model is said to fit the data well. The residuals are plotted and 

checked for (i) non-linearity of the regression function, (ii) non-constancy of error variance, (iii) 

presence of outliers, (iv) non-independence of residuals, (v) non-normality of residuals, (vi) 

omission of independent variables, and (vii) extra independent variables. The inclusion of extra 

variables in the final models is controlled at least partially by the forward-backward stepwise 

variable selection procedure used to build the models, which mitigates the risk of multi-collinearity.  
To predict the probability of no waiting on arrival (PN) and mean overtime per customer 

served (OT), two other regression equations are developed. The graphical transformations 

suggested by ACE for the two performance measures and their selected determinant variables are 

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Using the same approach as above for developing the equation for mean 

queue length (QL), the models for probability of no waiting on arrival (PN) and mean overtime per 

customer served (OT) are developed with an adjusted R
2
 of 0.9982 and 0.9908, respectively, in 

equations (2) and (3):   

PN = −10.8 + 108/{1 + 0.8e
−2[1.38 − 0.00138 |NS x AL − 96| −0.088(AL x SL/μ)

0.36 
+ 1.29 (SL/[AL x μ] )

0.54 

− 1.44e
−CV x CV x μ /SL 

+  10 (AL/NS)
−0.79

]
}                        (2) 

 

OT = μ x e
{−1.05 + 0.0012 [NS

4 
− 26.63 NS

3 
+ 253.9 NS

2 
−  938.5 NS] − 0.283 SL/μ − 0.00000116 [0.00001 (NS x AL)

4 
− 

0.02616 (NS x AL)
3 

+ 24.36 (NS x AL)
2 

– 8400 (NS x AL)] +  0.2 (NS x CV x CV)
0.69 

+ 0.0019 (ALxSL/μ) +                    

0.075 (SL/[NS x μ] )
0.59 

+ 7.2 (SL/[AL x μ] )
1.34 

+  240 |CV/AL − 0.0013|
1.48

}
                         (3)
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Since OT is a ratio of the difference between the actual and target session lengths divided by 

the mean number of arrivals per server during the target session length, we can extend the use of 

equation (3) to estimate the mean actual session length (AS): 

AS = SL + (AL x SL)/(100 x μ) x OT                                   (4) 

 

4. RESULTS 

In Section 4.1, we analyze the accuracy of the proposed ACE equations (1) to (4) in modeling the 

performance of M/G/C queues in presence of opening and closing transience. The analysis is done 

in two steps. First, we present the goodness of fit results on how well the ACE equations fit the 

original data set of 750 scenarios summarized in Table 1 (i.e., combinations of 6 NS x 5 AL x 5 SL 

x 5 CV). Next, we validate the accuracy of the ACE equations in estimating the queue performance 

of a set of 81 independent cases summarized in Table 2 (i.e., 3 NS x 3 AL x 3 SL x 3 CV). Finally, 

in Section 4.2, we illustrate using our proposed ACE equations with a numerical example, followed 

by a sensitivity analysis on the choice of service time distributions. 

4.1 Accuracy of the ACE Equations 

Table 3 summarizes the goodness of the fit results on how well the ACE equations fit the original 

data set for the four performance measures, namely the mean queue length, probability of no 

waiting on arrival, mean overtime per customer served, and mean actual session length. For the 

mean queue length (QL), the mean absolute percentage error is 8.8% with 57 out of the 750 cases 

(i.e., 7.6%) reporting absolute percentage errors larger than 20% and a worst case of 37.8%. While 

this may seem significant, the actual error between the estimated and actual queue length is actually 

quite small, with a mean absolute error of 0.114 customers and a maximum absolute error of 0.636 
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customers. A closer examination shows that most of the high absolute percentage errors occur in 

scenarios with short (i.e. close to zero) mean queue lengths, which exaggerate the size of error as a 

percentage of a short mean queue length. Equation (1) thus fits the mean queue length (QL) of the 

original data fairly well for the 750 scenarios tested.   

No waiting occurs when the number of customers in the system is fewer than the number of 

servers such that the arriving customer can be served immediately without waiting or joining the 

queue. Using equation (2) to fit the probability of no waiting (PN) for the 750 scenarios in Table 1, 

we find that the mean absolute percentage error is 3.5% and all absolute percentage errors are less 

than 20% with a worst case of 15.9%.  Similarly, cases with high absolute percentage errors occur 

mainly in scenarios with low probability of no waiting, which exaggerate the size of error as a 

percentage of a low probability of no waiting. Overall, the equation (2) for PN fits the original data 

even more accurately than equation (1) for QL. The mean absolute error and maximum absolute 

error of the probability of no waiting are 1.3% and 5.2%, respectively. 

 Using equation (3) to fit the mean overtime per customer served (OT) for all scenarios in 

Table 1, we find that only 11 cases (i.e., 1.5%) have absolute percentage errors larger than 20% 

with a worst case of 27.4%. Thus Equation (3) for OT accurately fits the mean overtime per 

customer served in the original data with absolute percentage error of less than 20% for 98.5% of 

the 750 scenarios. The mean absolute error and maximum absolute error of the mean overtime per 

customer served (OT) are only 0.0062μ and 0.0405μ, respectively. Equation (4) for AS also fits the 

actual mean session length very accurately in the original data set with a mean absolute percentage 

error of only 0.5%. No cases are detected with absolute percentage errors worse than 20% and the 

maximum absolute percentage error for the worst case is only 2.79%. The mean absolute error and 
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maximum absolute error of the actual mean session length are as small as 0.132μ and 0.708μ, 

respectively. In other words, the error is less than one service slot. 

Next, we present the validation results in Table 4 using a second set of independent data 

generated through simulation with parameters summarized in Table 2. For the mean queue length 

(QL), the mean absolute percentage error is 6.9% and only 2 out of the 81 cases (i.e., 2.5%) report 

absolute percentage errors larger than 20% with a worst case of 22.1%. The actual absolute errors 

are very small, with the mean and maximum absolute error equal to 0.134 and 0.376 customers, 

respectively.  

Using equation (2) to predict the probability of no waiting on arrival (PN), there are no cases 

with absolute percentage errors greater than 20%. The mean and maximum absolute percentage 

errors are 3.2% and 8.3%, and the mean and maximum absolute errors are 1.4% and 3.9%, 

respectively. Similarly, equations (3) & (4) provide accurate results with no cases with absolute 

percentage errors greater than 20% for the mean overtime per customer served (OT) and the actual 

mean session length (AS).  Equation (3) estimates OT with a mean absolute percentage error of 

6.2% and a maximum absolute percentage error of 13.9% for the worst case.  The mean and 

maximum absolute errors are 0.0062μ and 0.0405μ, respectively. Equation (4) for AS results in a 

mean and maximum absolute percentage error of only 0.4% and 1.3%; and a mean and maximum 

absolute error of 0.073μ and 0.293μ, respectively. Overall, these results confirm that the ACE 

equations provide accurate estimates for the four performance measures of interest.  

In summary, the proposed ACE equations can be used successfully for predicting the 

performance of M/G/C systems with opening and closing transience in terms of the mean queue 

length, probability of no waiting on arrival, mean overtime per customer served, and mean actual 

session length once the system parameters are specified. An online tool is developed for 
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practitioners and is accessible as an open source at  http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/ to 

facilitate its adoption (See Figure 4). Since the equations are derived through regression, it should 

be noted that they are only valid for system parameters within the range of factor levels in Table 1. 

4.2 A Numerical Example with Sensitivity Analysis on Service Time Distributions 

As an illustration, let us assume a system with 5 servers, a mean arrival load of 85 percent, mean 

service time per customer (μ) of 15 minutes and a coefficient of variation of 0.5, and a target 

session of 25 service slots (i.e. a target session length of 25μ minutes, i.e. 375 minutes). Substituting 

NS = 5, AL = 85, μ = 15 min., CV = 0.5, and SL = 375 min. into equations (1) to (4), the mean 

queue length, probability of no waiting on arrival, mean overtime per customer and actual session 

length can be calculated as 1.683 customers, 40.86%, 1.293 minutes and 402.482 minutes (i.e. 

6.708 hours) respectively. The mean queue time of customers (QT) is computed as 5.941 minutes 

using Little’s law (See Figure 4). These estimates correspond very closely to the actual values 

observed from the simulation model using a lognormal service time distribution, i.e. QL = 1.693 

customers, PN = 42.26%, OT = 1.156 minutes, and AS = 6.673 hours.  

Next, we test the sensitivity of our results to the choice of service time distributions. The 

above analysis is repeated with Gamma and Uniform service time distributions using the same 

coefficient of variation of 0.5. The performance measures are QL = 1.687 (1.713) customers, PN = 

42.20% (42.13), OT = 1.149 (1.117) minutes, and AS = 6.657 (6.646) hours for Gamma (Uniform) 

service times. These results again correspond very closely with the estimates from the ACE 

equations (1) to (4). Several additional tests are conducted to test the accuracy of these equations 

across different service time distributions and a range of different environments within Table 1. The 

results affirm the findings of Ho and Lau (1992) that system performance is affected primarily by 

the coefficient of variation of its service time distribution but not by its skewness, kurtosis or other 

http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/
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shape parameters. Overall, we conclude that our proposed equations (1) to (4) remain accurate for 

different service time distributions within the range of environments tested. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

Queueing theory is a well-established methodology for analyzing the performance of queues in 

various application areas, including telecommunications, manufacturing, and services. Specifically, 

the basic queueing models, such as the stationary M/M/C models are very popular in both academia 

and practice given their simplicity in predicting queue performance using closed-form formulae. 

However, prior research shows that the estimation errors of such queueing models are substantial 

even when only one of the underlying assumptions is violated (Yang et al. 2014). Although many 

exact and heuristic methods have been suggested in the literature to capture the effects of system 

transience and non-standard assumptions, these methods are too complicated and demanding for the 

average users. Consequently, simulation is still often used for its flexibility in modeling the 

complexity of real systems when one or more of the underlying assumptions of the basic queueing 

models are violated. While simulation modeling has become popular in recent years given the 

increasing power of computers and availability of user-friendly simulation software, building a 

simulation model is still a relatively time-consuming and daunting endeavor for practitioners who 

lack the expertise.  

The notion of data analytics, combining the advantage of computer simulation with 

statistical methods to construct easy-to-use formulae for complex systems, is thus highly appealing. 

With this purpose in mind, this research proposes combining computer simulation and Alternating 

Conditional Expectation, or ACE in short, as a data analytic tool to construct equations that can 

estimate the performance of analytically intractable queues, such as a M/G/C queueing system with 

opening and closing transience. Specifically, once the system parameters, such as the number of 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270581687_Modeling_Queues_with_Simulation_versus_MMC_Models?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-3527b56f803f2a5375e9cbecbbae6335-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNDAwODMxMjtBUzozNzM2MDgyNjc0MzYwMzNAMTQ2NjA4NjU2MDgyNg==
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servers, mean arrival load, target session length and coefficient of variation of service times are 

specified, the practitioners can use the proposed ACE equations to estimate the key performance 

measures, such as the mean queue length, probability of no waiting on arrival, mean overtime per 

customer served, and mean actual session length. 

Our results show that ACE, which does not force or assume any linear or non-linear 

relationship among the independent and dependent variables, produces equations that consistently 

yield higher adjusted R
2
 values than Ordinary Linear Regression for all the performance measures 

considered. Compared with the simulation results using the original plus an independent data set, 

we show that the ACE equations predict the queue performance very accurately, with small mean 

and maximum absolute errors. Although lognormal distribution is used to model the service times, 

sensitivity analysis reveals that our results are robust to the choice of service time distributions. As 

a result, we conclude that the proposed ACE equations can be used to accurately estimate the 

performance of multi-server queueing systems with stationary Poisson arrival rates and general 

service times in presence of opening and closing transience.  

Some limitations of the current study include the assumptions made in the simulation model 

for collecting data for the ACE models. Exponential customer inter-arrival time is a common 

assumption in the literature and is suggested as fairly representative of the random arrival patterns 

in many real systems. On the other hand, the assumption of stationary arrival rate is more restrictive 

given the time-varying arrivals in many real systems. Although such situations are omitted from the 

current work, these factors can be incorporated fairly easily into the simulation models and ACE 

equations as independent variables. Future research can also extend the application of data analytics 

of combining computer simulation and ACE to other more complex queueing systems. Testing our 

procedure against others in the literature is beyond the scope of our current study, but it is a 

worthwhile endeavor for future research. 
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Figure 1: Graphical Transformations suggested by ACE for Mean Queue Length 
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Figure 2: Graphical Transformations suggested by ACE for Probability of No Waiting on Arrival 
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Figure 3: Graphical Transformations suggested by ACE for Mean Overtime per Customer Served 
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Figure 4: Online Tool for M/G/C Model with Opening and Closing Transience 

Number of Servers (NS) 5
    

Arrival Load (AL) 85
 %    

Mean Service Time (µ) 15
 min.    

Standard Deviation of Service Time (σ) 7.5
 min.    

Session Length (SL) 375
 min.    

  
Press to 

Compute
 

Need Help?  

  

QUEUE PERFORMANCE 

Mean Queue Length (QL) 1.683
     

Mean Queue Time (QT) 5.941
 min.     

Probability of No Waiting on Arrival (PN) 40.86
 %     

Mean Overtime per Customer Served (OT) 1.293
 server-min.*     

Mean Session Overtime (SO) 27.482
 min.     

Mean Actual Session Length (AS) 402.48
 min.     

* Server-minute is a measure of server capacity. For example, 10 server-minutes can be 2 servers working for 5 minutes 

or 1 server working for 10 minutes. 

 
 

  

http://singlequeuesystemstool.com/HelpOnOnlineToolforSingleQueueSystems.pdf
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Table 1: Experimental Design 

Factors Levels 

Number of Servers (NS)  1, 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10 servers 

Arrival Load (AL) Exponential inter-arrival times with mean load of 

60, 70, 80, 90 & 100 (%) 

Session Length (SL) 10μ, 20μ, 30μ, 40μ & 50μ 

Coefficient of Variation of 

Service Times (CV)  

Lognormal with mean μ = 1 and  

CV = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 & 0.8 

 

Table 2: Test Set of 81 Cases 

Factors Levels 

Number of Servers (NS)  3, 5 & 7 servers 

Arrival Load (AL) Exponential inter-arrival times with mean load of 

75, 85 & 95 (%) 

Session Length (SL) 15μ, 25 & 45μ 

Coefficient of Variation of 

Service Times (CV)  

Lognormal with mean μ = 1 and  

CV = 0.3, 0.5 & 0.7 

 

 

 

Table 3: Estimation Errors of the ACE Equations Based on Original Data Set
1 

 Mean 

Absolute 

Percentage 

Error 

Number (%)
1
 of 

Cases with 

Absolute 

Percentage Error > 

20% 

Maximum 

Absolute 

Percentage 

Error for 

Worst 

Case 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Maximum 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean Queue Length (QL) 8.8% 57 (7.6%) 37.8% 0.114 

customers 

0.636 

customers 
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Probability of No Waiting on 

Arrival (PN) 

3.5%  0 (0%) 15.9% 1.3% 5.2% 

Mean Overtime per Customer 

Served (OT) 

7.2% 11 (1.5%) 27.4% 0.0062μ 0.0405μ 

Mean Actual Session Length 

(AS) 

0.5%   0 (0%)  2.79% 0.132μ 0.708μ 

1
 Sample size is 750 cases. 

 

Table 4: Estimation Errors of the ACE Equations Based on Independent Data Set
2 

 Mean 

Absolute 

Percentage 

Error 

Number (%)
1
 of 

Cases with 

Absolute 

Percentage Error > 

20% 

Maximum 

Absolute 

Percentage 

Error for 

Worst 

Case 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Maximum 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean Queue Length (QL) 6.9%  2 (2.5%) 22.1% 0.134 

customers 

0.376 

customers 

Probability of No Waiting on 

Arrival (PN) 

3.2% 

 

 0 (0%) 8.3% 1.4% 3.9% 

Mean Overtime per Customer 

Served (OT) 

6.2%  0 (0%) 13.9% 0.0055μ 0.0175μ 

Mean Actual Session Length 

(AS) 

0.4%  0 (0%)  1.3% 0.073μ 0.293μ 

2
 Sample size is 81 cases. 

 

Highlights 

 We propose data analytics as a method for analyzing complex systems. 
 Proposed method combines simulation to generate the data and a non-linear regression 

technique to analyze the data. 
 Method can be used on multi-server queuing systems with system transience and non-

standard service time. 
 The estimation equations developed are very accurate and easy to use. 
 Proposed method can be used for modeling other complex systems. 
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